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 I. Introduction (agenda item 1) 

1. The secretariat presented the circumstances that led to the establishment of the 
European Agreement concerning the Work of Crews of Vehicles Engaged in International 
Road Transport (AETR) Expert Group. It noted the decision of the Inland Transport 
Committee at its seventy-third session (Geneva, 1–3 March 2011) transforming the existing 
informal AETR expert group, set up by decision of the 105th session of the Working Party 
on Road Transport (SC.1), to a formal Expert Group for all Contracting Parties of AETR 
and European Union (EU). The Expert Group established its Terms of Reference (TOR) 
which were approved by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) 
Executive Committee on 19 September 2011.  

2. The secretariat also noted that participation in the Expert Group is open to all 
UNECE member States, all AETR Contracting Parties and the European Union. The Expert 
Group may also include eminent specialists or representatives of international 
organizations, NGOs and the private sector, in compliance with the UN rules and practices 
in this respect. The expected duration of the Expert Group is approximately two years (until 
December 2013) with a possibility of extension, if necessary. The Expert Group’s parent 
body would be SC.1. 

 II. Attendance 

3. The first Group of Experts Meeting of Contracting Parties to the AETR was held on 
2 March 2012, chaired by Mr. Roman Symonenko (Ukraine). 

4. Representatives of the following UNECE member States participated: Belarus, 
Georgia, Hungary, Netherlands, Poland, Russian Federation, Sweden, Turkey, Ukraine and 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 

5. The European Commission and the following UNECE non-governmental 
organizations were also represented: International Road Transport Union (IRU), Institute 
for Protection and Security of the Citizen (IPSC). Automotive GmbH and Continental 
Automotive also participated as observers. 

 III. Election of officers (agenda item 2) 

6. The Expert Group elected Mr. Roman Symonenko (Ukraine) as the Chairman. Mr. 
Vadim Donchenko (Russian Federation) and Mr. Bob Oudshoorn (the Netherlands) were 
elected as vice-chairs. 

 IV. Adoption of the agenda (agenda item 3) 

7. The Expert Group on AETR adopted the first session’s agenda without 
modifications. 

V. Overview of AETR issues (agenda item 4) 

8. The secretariat presented the AETR discussion paper (ECE/TRANS/2012/3) which 
provides the historical and legal background concerning the relationship between the AETR 
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Agreement and the EU framework. It also describes and examines possible options on how 
to modify the AETR Agreement in order to bridge the differences between the two regimes.  

9. The Expert Group welcomed the discussion paper. It decided to take stock of the 
information provided in ECE/TRANS/2012/3 and invited experts to consider preparing and 
submitting their own legal analysis and proposals – partly on the basis of the discussion 
paper – for further discussion at future sessions. The secretariat noted that all written 
submissions need to be submitted to the secretariat 12 weeks before a meeting in order to 
be translated in time. 

10. Drawing upon the discussion paper, the IRU offered to provide template 
tables/questionnaires. The tables could be made available on the UNECE website as to 
enable AETR Contracting Parties and the EU to provide answers concerning which legal 
instrument is applicable in different road transport scenarios (i.e. journeys undertaken either 
partially or entirely within the EU by non-EU and EU AETR transport companies) as well 
as to clarify the rights and obligations of third party operators when passing through AETR 
contracting parties’ territory. The secretariat agreed to facilitate this by uploading the 
templates and monitoring responses with a view of generating a consolidated table of 
applicable rules in different scenarios. The Expert Group welcomed the offer by the IRU 
and the Secretariat. 

11. The Expert Group was invited to provide comments to the secretariat on the 
discussion paper (ECE/TRANS/2012/3), to be incorporated into the text with the aim of 
developing the paper – over the course of next sessions – into a general reference document 
for the work of the group.  

 VI. Programme of work (agenda item 5) 

12. In the context of its terms of reference, the Expert Group discussed and decided on 
the priority issues to be addressed. There was general agreement that amending Article 
22bis, creating an Administrative Committee and discussing the Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) between ECE and the European Commission Services regarding the 
recognition of the Joint Research Centre as the authority responsible for root and 
interoperability certification for non-EU AETR Contracting Parties were the most 
important and pressing issues. 

13. The Group discussed Article 22bis and possible ways to amend it as to allow all 
Contracting Parties to have equitable rights and obligations in amending and implementing 
Appendix 1B. The Russian Federation submitted a proposal (in Russian), focusing on 
decision-making and voting procedures (annexed to this report). The Expert Group’s 
discussion focused on the manner in which a new decision-making body will be set up – i.e. 
Administrative Committee – and related procedural aspects of how this body will function 
and what relationship it will have to SC.1. As a result, the Expert Group requested the 
secretariat to prepare a document which combines the proposal of the Russian Federation 
and the procedural steps indicated in the secretariat’s AETR discussion paper (on page 25) 
into one consolidated proposal. If necessary, the document should be accompanied by the 
appropriate clarifications and explanations on the relevant matters. This document will 
become the basis for future discussions related to amending Article 22bis. The Russian 
Federation was encouraged to submit its proposal in English as soon as possible, to 
facilitate and accelerate the Expert Group’s work. 

14. The Expert Group discussed the possible ways forward on extending or renewing 
the MoU between UNECE and the European Commission Services (the text of the MOU is 
annexed to this report). The representative of the Institute for the Protection and Security of 
the Citizen (IPSC) delivered a presentation on the work of the Joint Research Centre to date 
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and indicated that the relevant deliverables would not be affected by potential expiry of the 
MoU so long as its funding from the European Commission was to be continued beyond 
June 2012. The European Commission noted that funding for the Joint Research Centre is 
expected to continue, subject to final confirmation at a later date. IPSC was invited to 
prepare a report on the past experience and propose steps for the future to be presented at 
the next Expert Group meeting. 

15. The Expert Group decided to discuss some amendments to the terms of the present 
MoU at its next session, with a view to signing a new MoU in October 2012, coinciding 
with the next session of SC.1. Experts were invited to provide position papers and/or 
proposals. In the meantime, the Group decided to extend the validity of the current MoU 
until that time. 

 VII. Other issues (agenda item 6) 

16. The Government of Georgia outlined key developments and plans related to its 
recent accession to the AETR Agreement. The European Commission noted the planned 
creation of the Tachograph Forum – a consultative body to support dialogue on technical 
matters.  

VIII. Date and place of next meeting (agenda item 7) 

17. The Expert Group asked the secretariat to schedule the next Expert Group session in 
June 2012. Subsequent to the Expert Group meeting, the secretariat arranged the next 
session of the Expert Group to be held on 6 June 2012 in Geneva. 
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Annex I 

 [Unofficial translation by the secretariat] 

  Proposal for art.22bis, submitted by the Russian Federation 

  Proposal for discussion 

  Article 22 bis 

  Procedure for the amendment of Appendix 1B 

1. Amendments to Appendix 1B of the Annex to this Agreement shall be made in 
accordance with the procedure defined in this article. 

2. Any proposal for amendments to the introductory articles of Appendix 1B shall be 
adopted by the Working Party on Road Transport of the Economic Commission for Europe 
by a majority of the Contracting Parties present and voting. Any amendment thus adopted 
will be communicated by the secretariat of the Working Party to the Secretary-General for 
notification of all Contracting Parties. It shall enter into force three months after the date of 
notification of the Contracting Parties. 

3. Preparation and adoption of proposals concerning the text of Appendix 1B to this 
Agreement shall be made by the Administrative Committee, which shall consist of all 
Contracting Parties and function as part of the Working Party on Road Transport of the 
Economic Commission for Europe, in accordance with the procedure specified in this 
article. 

4. At the request of any Contracting Party, any of its proposals to amend Appendix 1 of 
the Annex to this Agreement shall be considered by the Administrative Committee. 

5. If adopted by the majority of the members of the Administrative Committee present 
and voting, and if such majority includes a majority of the Contracting Parties, the 
amendment shall be submitted to the Working Party on Road Transport of the Economic 
Commission for Europe for consideration. 

7. If adopted by the majority of the members of the Working Party present and voting, 
and if such majority includes a majority of the Contracting Parties, the amendment shall be 
transmitted to the Secretary-General for communication to the competent administrations of 
all Contracting Parties. 

8. The amendment shall enter into force within six months from the date of notification 
of the Contracting Parties or within the period specified in the text of the amendment, but 
not less than six months from the date of notification of the Contracting Parties. 

9. If a proposal for the amendment of Appendix 1B to this Agreement, leads to the 
amendment of other articles or annexes of the Agreement, the amendments to the Appendix 
cannot enter into force before entry into force of amendments relating to other parts of the 
Agreement. If, in such a case, the amendments to Appendix 1B are presented 
simultaneously with the amendments relating to other parts of the Agreement, the date of 
their entry into force shall be determined by the date established pursuant to application of 
procedures, which are described in general in Article 21, taking into account the date 
specified in the amendment to Appendix 1B, in the case envisaged by paragraph 7 of this 
article. 
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  Предложение к обсуждению  

 [Original Text in Russian] 
Статья 22-бис 

  Процедура внесения поправок в добавление 1В 

1. Поправки к добавлению 1B к приложению к настоящему Соглашению 
вносятся в соответствии с процедурой, определенной настоящей статьей. 

2. Любое предложение по поправкам к вступительным статьям добавления 1B 
принимается Рабочей группой по автомобильному транспорту Европейской 
экономической комиссии большинством присутствующих и участвующих в 
голосовании Договаривающихся сторон. Любая принятая таким образом поправка 
будет направлена секретариатом упомянутой Рабочей группы Генеральному 
секретарю для уведомления всех Договаривающихся сторон. Она вступает в силу 
через три месяца после даты уведомления Договаривающихся сторон. 

3. Подготовка и принятие предложений по тексту добавления 1B к настоящему 
Соглашению осуществляется Административным комитетом, в который входят все 
Договаривающиеся стороны и который функционирует в составе Рабочей группы по 
автомобильному транспорту Европейской экономической комиссии в соответствии с 
процедурой, предусмотренной в настоящей статье. 

4. По просьбе какой-либо Договаривающейся стороны, любое ее предложение о 
внесении поправок в добавление 1в к приложению к настоящему Соглашению 
рассматривается Административным комитетом. 

5. В случае одобрения поправки большинством членов Административного 
комитета, присутствующих и участвующих в голосовании, и если такое большинство 
включает большинство Договаривающихся сторон, она передается на рассмотрение в  
Рабочую группу по автомобильному транспорту Европейской экономической 
комиссии. 

6. В случае одобрения поправки большинством членов Рабочей группы, 
присутствующих и участвующих в голосовании, и если такое большинство включает 
большинство Договаривающихся сторон, она передается Генеральному секретарю 
для направления компетентным администрациям всех Договаривающихся сторон. 

7. Поправка вступает в силу в течение шестимесячного срока со дня уведомления 
Договаривающихся сторон или в срок оговоренный в тексте поправки, но не менее 
шестимесячного срока со дня уведомления Договаривающихся сторон. 

8. В том случае, если предложение по поправкам, касающимся Добавления 1В к 
настоящему Соглашению, повлечет за собой также внесение поправки в иные статьи 
или приложения Соглашения, поправки к этому добавлению не смогут вступить в 
силу до вступления в силу поправок, касающихся иных частей Соглашения. Если при 
этом поправки к добавлению 1B представляются одновременно с поправками, 
относящимися к иным частям Соглашения, то дата вступления их в силу 
определяется датой, установленной на основании применения процедур, которые в 
общих чертах описаны в статье 21 с учетом даты указанной в поправке к 
Добавлению 1в в случае, предусмотренном пунктом 7 настоящей статьи. 
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Annex II 

  Text of the Memorandum of Understanding between United 
Nations Economic Commission for Europe and the European 
Commission 
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